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NOTES AND ACTIVITIES
Note: Please read through the explanations/notes first before attempting the activities since you are working on your
own then you will understand it easily.
I.

RATIO
When we compare quantities that are in the same unit, we need to use ratio. A ratio represents proportion
and is written as two or more quantities with a colon separating them. Because the quantities are of the
same kind, there are no units of measurement in a ratio.
Consider a box with 18 pieces of clothing. There are 6 pairs of socks, 3 pairs of pants and 9 shirts. The ratio of
socks to pants to shirts can be written as follows:
Pairs of socks : Pairs of pants : Shirts = 6 : 3 : 9
This ratio can be simplified further by dividing all numbers by HCF, the HCF is 3 so the simplified ratio = 2:1:3

ACTIVITY 1
1. Write down the ratio described in each situation in its simplest form.
a. The farmer needs 84 bales of hay and 68 kg of grain to feed his animals this month.
b. At the local kite flying contest there were 132 girls and 242 boys.
c. In the parking lot there were 168 sedans, 42 SUVs and 12taxis.

2. Use ratios to solve the following problems.
a. The ratio of bees to grasshoppers in a garden is 3 : 4. If there are 144 grasshoppers, how many
bees are there?
b. A keyboard has white and black keys in a ratio of 7 : 5. How many black keys are there if the
keyboard has 56 white keys?
c. A molecule contains carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms in the ratio of 1 : 3 : 2. If there are 8
oxygen atoms, how many carbon and hydrogen atoms will there be?
d. A biscuit recipes uses flour, sugar and butter in a ratio of 9 : 7 : 2 grams. If I have 252g of sugar,
how much flour and butter do I need?

II.

SHARING
We have seen how ratios can be used to present the proportion of one quantity when compared to another.
Ratios can also be used to divide a quantity into a set proportion.
ACTIVITY 2
A girl has 24 sweets and wants to share them between herself and friends A and B. She decides to share the
sweets in the ratio 2 : 3 : 1. How many sweets does each person receive?
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ACTIVITY 3
1. A boy has a bag of 42 oranges to share among himself and four friends. If the boy keeps twice as
many oranges as he gives to each friend.
a. How many oranges does the boy keep for himself?
b. How many oranges does each friend receive?

2. Calculate
a. Increase 125 in the ratio 6 : 5.
b. Decrease 96 in the ratio 3 : 8.

INTEGERS (REVISION)
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We will continue with integers in the next worksheet that will be uploaded, please revise and master
everything from integers so that you do not encounter challenges as we continue.
THANK YOU ENJOY……
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